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ScImage’s Advanced Vendor Neutral Archive Provides
Strategic Advantages in Diverse Clinical Settings
Milestone in development of sophisticated VNA concepts validated by complex installations
Los Altos, CA – January 31, 2011 - ScImage announced today, the implementation of a diverse mix of
Advanced Vendor Neutral Archive (VNA) installations for several strategic accounts. These complex
VNA implementations re-define the routine, file storage task of a typical VNA.
Customers experience significant return on investment when the implementation provides diverse
functionality beyond the basic VNA storage specification. Advanced processes, such as zero-footprint
EMR Content Management, redundant multi-specialty PACS capability and order driven study
routing, characterize the significance of the Advanced VNA platform.
Examples of the diverse capability of ScImage’s Advanced VNA include a university medical center in
New York, where the VNA provides archive services for 7 different PACS systems, supporting 5
departments at two distinct facilities, including EMR image enablement for all connected systems.
At Diagnostic Imaging Associates of Tulsa, OK, an industrious, geographically diverse enterprise,
reading over 2,500 studies per day, ScImage provides centralized content management, and a zerofootprint, multi-specialty image viewer allowing DIA’s numerous clients to access their patients’
images and results easily and securely.
And Newton Medical Center, in Newton, KS, where a ScImage Advanced VNA links radiology,
cardiology, and mammography (among others) for central, mirrored storage, with single-source EMR
image integration, rules based DICOM routing and DICOM tag morphing.
About ScImage
Founded in 1993, ScImage, Inc. is a privately held company, headquartered in Los Altos, California.
ScImage is a global leader in the development of advanced medical imaging and workflow solutions
for radiology, cardiology, orthopedics, obstetrics and electronic medical record content management.
As a true enterprise PACS company, ScImage's mission is to provide a shared infrastructure solution
for all imaging intensive departments throughout the healthcare enterprise. At the center of
ScImage's technology is PICOM, a web service technology that works independent of data types,
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modalities and departments to seamlessly deliver multi-modality image and information
management, multi-PACS archiving, Cloud PACS services, offsite disaster recovery and telemedicine
functionality. ScImage®, PICOM®, NetraMD®, ForeverOnline®, PicomOnline™, PicomWeb™,
HyperStreaming™, OnDemand TelePACS™ and EPF™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of
ScImage, Inc. For more information about ScImage and the PICOM family of products, visit their
website at www.scimage.com or call 1-866-SCIMAGE.
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